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BLOOM 4 ROOM. Wall vases.

Add a touch of nature to your walls with naturally beautiful BLOOM 4 ROOM vase. It 
is made from real timber and can be easily attached to any vertical surface – just be 
creative! Once on the wall, BLOOM 4 ROOM can hold cut flowers, hanging plants or 
colorful moss, whatever works for your interior. The BLOOM effect is especially visible 
with a group of vases. We use only sustainable local timber in our products and make 
sure there are no wood leftovers. So you can be certain BLOOM 4 ROOM is environ-
ment friendly vase.

Material: oak
Moss colours: yellow, green, velvet
Package: 11x11x30 cm

Set of 3 pcs. / set of 1 piece with moss

Design by Juozas Urbonavičius

NEW



BLOOM 4 ROOM. Table vases

If you can’t live in a forest, forest can live with you: let nature be your guest with our 
genuine BLOOM 4 ROOM table vase. It is a collection of 3 wooden vases, all cut from 
quality timber and specially dried for interior use. Different sizes can hold different 
items, such as cut flowers or moss. BLOOM 4 ROOM Jar has that simplicity and charm 
of rustic, even primeval life, where your eyes can find peace. It is a great retreat every-
body needs these days.

Material: oak
Package size: 11x11x30 cm

Set of 3 pcs / set of 1 piece

NEW

Design by Juozas Urbonavičius



TREE 4 TEA

6 pcs. box 4 pcs. box 2 pcs. box

BIRCH

Design by Juozas Urbonavičius

Wooden cup pads. Be closer to nature and closer to yourself: choose what type of tree 
you feel most related with and Tree 4 Tea pad will be inseparable part of your every cup!

Oak tree: brave, strong and independant.
Birch tree: ambitious, impulsive, talented.
Apple tree: loving, shy, calm.
Alder tree: creative, determined, adventurous.

Choose from 4 types of wood:

6, 4 or 2 coaster wrapped with felt band in a box.
Package size: 12x12,5x6,6 cm
Coaster size: Ø 9-12 cm.



TREE 4 CAKE

Design by Juozas Urbonavičius

Wooden plate pads. Be closer to nature and closer to yourself. Tree 4 Cake pad will be 
inseparable part of your every dish!

2 oak pads wrapped with felt band in a box.

Package size: 24x23,3x4,2 cm
Pad size: Ø 20-24 cm.



Wooden oak clock. 
Be closer to nature and closer to yourself.

Package size: 24,5x23,5x4,5 cm.
Clock size:  Ø 17-20 cm x 3 cm.

Battery type AA
BATTERY NOT INCLUDED

FORESTIME. Wall clock

Design by Rio Lindo



Wooden oak clock. 
Be closer to nature and closer to yourself.

Package size: 12,2x12,5x6,6 cm
Clock size:  Ø 9-12 cm x 6 cm

Battery type N, LR1, 1,5V
BATTERY NOT INCLUDED

FORESTIME. Table clock

Design by Rio Lindo



TREE 4 TAIL
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Washed by rain

Ironed by sunlight

Customized by 
woodpecker

Choose your colour

Design by Juozas Urbonavičius

Wooden oak stool.

Diameter: Ø 20-24 cm
Height: 43 cm
Package size: 30x30x55 cm



NOK NOK
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Simple, environmentaly friendly and useful cardboard chair.

NOK NOK chairs secret - a unique patented design. Square format flatpack structure 
is easily folded into chair. Any of your desired image, text, picture or graphic can be 
printed on it. Thanks to its unique form of a cardboard structure is so strong that the 
chair can withstand even heavier than 100 kg of human weight.



ELECTREE

Nature inspired light.

Sun and fire were the only sources of lights our eyes saw for thousands of years. 
Nowadays bright artificial light overwhelms us in every step of a way: in shopping malls, 
passing cars, with street lighting and omnipresent screens. 
To bring back hygge coziness to your life, we introduce ELECTREE - all nature inspired, 
solid wood interior lamp. ELECTREE glows gently and warmly, much like fireplace or 
candle, thanks to it’s natural wooden body and Edison inspired vintage bulb. You can 
easily adjust the light to fit an occasion and atmosphere just by turning the switcher. 
Each lamp is hand crafted from premium hard wood, giving every ELECTREE its own 
unique pattern. So give your eyes a break and your room - a natural accent, to glow 
warmth, coziness and joy every day of the year.

Size 1: 15x15x31 cm
Size 2: 15x15x46 cm



LAPTOP LEGS

Laptop legs with comfortable angle to work for. It is easy to keep it – just fold the 
legs and put it in your backpack.

Material: wood
Dimensions: 30x7x3 cm

NEW

Design by Gabija Navickaitė



SMART BLOCK 

Design by Marcelė Kuliešiūtė

Wooden desk organizer. Set of five differenr modules which you can combine on 
your desk.

Size 6x14x6,6 cm
Meterial: oak/ ash wood



MY 10 BOX

Design by Rio Lindo

Organize your best ideas with MY 10 Box: write and locate your notes, wishes and 
dreams in a few seconds.

Included: plywood parts, plastic cover, 1 white pencil, 10 theme tabs, 100 pcs. note 
cards, assembly instruction.

Box size: 21x10,8x7 cm
Materials: plywood, paper
Package size: 26x26x2,1 cm



PAPERSCOPE

Design by Žilvinas Stankevičius

Send a unique DIY kaleidoscope to your friend!
Place inside glass pebbles from the beach, a flower, a bus 
ticket, nuts and seeds... Whatever is on your mind, it will be 
100% original.
Insert by default - amber or various glass bubbles.

Choose paper colour:
01 Natural     02 Blue         03 Green      04 Orange     05 Black

Kaleidoscope size: 16,8x3,4x3,4 cm
Materials: paper, plastic
Envelope size: 18,8x10x0,5 cm



FLOWERSCOPE

Winter

Choose what type of season you are!

POSTCARD package READY MADE package

SpringSummer Autumn

Design by Žilvinas Stankevičius

Original kaleidoscope made from flowers. No pattern is the same - each Flowerscope is 
unique and hand made. Let the beauty of blossoms make your every day a summer day!

Kaleidoscope size: 17x8,5x8,5 cm
Materials: plywood, plastic
Ready made package size: 16,5x8,5x5 cm
DIY postcard package size: 16x10x1,5 cm



MISS GEOMETRY

A pretty geometry shaped jewellery holder with multiply 
sections and mirrors inside. 
Would look great in bedroom or dressing room for any 
age. 

Dimensions: 15x5x3.5 cm

NEW

Design by Marcelė Kuliešiūtė

HEELPER

A shoehorn, like no other: 100% handcrafted from Maple which gives a deep natural col-
our and unique pattern. HEELPER is polished to perfection to create a smooth surface for 
the heel to slide into the boot. Long handle means less bending, straining and complain-
ing. Moreover, HEELPER comes with two sided leather and felt case – with the latter you 
can shine your boots! Needless to say, HEELPER is a sturdy, long lasting shoehorn that will 
find a place in your home for generations.

More colours available soon.
Dimensions: 6x48 cm

NEW

Design by Žilvinas Stankevičius



FORESTABLE

Unique oak table is beautiful in its 
simplicity. Would work great as extra 
end table by your sofa, chair or bed. 

Dimensions: 
Size 1: 40x40x46 cm
Size 2: 40x40x56 cm

Materials: oak wood, steel

NEW

Design by Juozas Urbonavičius

MIRROR

Each mirror is unique with its own life story. 
Every mirror is hand made from certificated wood. 

Dimensions:
Size 1: 30x28x7 cm 
Size 2: 23x21x4 cm

Materials: oak wood, glass mirror

NEW



FORESTLAKE

Be closer to nature and closer to yourself. Mirror 
surrounded by natural soft moss seems like lake 
in the forest from birds eye view.

Dimensions: 47x4 cm.



LOOKBOX MIRRORS

Every single one of these mirrors is unique. None of them are identical. We are 
looking for different shapes, colors, and ages of logs to create our product. All 
peace’s of the decks that we found have been chosen very precisely. 
Wood is beautiful by itself. Also, it associates with warmness and coziness. We 
believe that every piece of design has more power to become a beloved item, 
when it is made from enjoyable materials and wood is one of them. 
To my mind, mirrors are usually created in a very feminine style. It can be seen 
from their shapes and details. Our mirrors were created to be unisex. 
We made it to make you feel proud and happy having it, doesn’t matter if you 
are a man or a woman. 

NEW

Materials: pine, mirror.
Wooden block dimensions: 15x15x8 cm.
Mirror size: 15x25 cm.

Colours:
Natural, white or brown.

Design by Brigita Možeikaitė



JEWELRY TREE

Christmas are over –  jewellery keeper. Stylish detail for every home.

Material: metal, wood, glass
Dimensions: 
Size 1: 14x27 cm
Size 2: 10x20 cm

Design by Marcelė Kuliešiūtė

NEW



OUR ACTIVITY
We are a company developing creative design projects. We specialize in business gifts 
and corporate clothing.

VALUES
We believe that the world is slowly waking up. Gift or garment should amaze, inspire 
and to be long-lived.

CLIENTS
Our clients are companies which are looking for high quality products and service 
culture.

PEOPLE
Through the working years we have gathered the best team of professionals. Our 
partners are well-known and recognized artists and fashion designers in Lithuania.

ABOUT RIO LINDO

Audrius Šekštelis
manager

+370 679 07 072
audrius@riolindo.lt
www.riolindo.lt

JSC „Rio Lindo”
Adress: Šaltinių str. 11, LT-03214, Vilnius LITHUANIA
Registration number: 302457844
VAT number: LT100005026216

RioLindoGifts

CONTACT US


